In the early 1990s an integrated circuit first made in 1969 and thus antedating by two years the chip typically seen as the first microprocessor (Intel's 4004), became a microprocessor for the first time. The stimulus for this piece of industrial alchemy was a patent fight. A microprocessor patent had been issued to Texas Instruments, and companies faced with patent infringement lawsuits were looking for prior art with which to challenge it. This old integrated circuit, but new microprocessor, was the AL1, designed by Lee Boysel and used in computers built by his start-up, Four-Phase Systems, established in 1968. In its 1990s reincarnation a demonstration system was built showing that the AL1 could have operated according to the classic microprocessor model, with ROM (Read Only Memory), RAM (Random Access Memory), and I/O (Input/Output) forming a basic computer. The operative words here are could have, for it was never used in that configuration during its normal lifetime. Instead it was used as one-third of a 24-bit CPU (Central Processing Unit) for a series of computers built by Four-Phase.

Examining the AL1 through the lenses of the history of technology and business history puts Intel's microprocessor work into a different perspective. The differences between Four-Phase's and Intel's work were industrially constructed; they owed much to the different industries each saw itself in. While putting a substantial part of a central processing unit on a chip was not a discrete invention for Four-Phase or the computer industry, it was in the semiconductor industry. Although the AL1 was in many ways technically superior to Intel's first generation microprocessors, its location in the computer industry led to a different, and ultimately truncated development trajectory. Flexibility was the hallmark of Intel's microprocessor, with Intel and its customers finding countless applications for it, while the industrially constructed rigidity of the AL1 limited its applications.

The story of the AL1 and Four-Phase Systems provides a case study of a start-up in Silicon Valley's adolescent period. Four-Phase owed its origins to a visionary engineer working for an inattentive wealthy company willing to fund work in a new area, but unable (or unwilling) to manage it so that it would benefit the company. Four-Phase is also important as a representative of the successful Silicon Valley firms that do not achieve the level of public visibility of an Intel or Apple. Looking at both Four-Phase and Intel provides a sense of the diversity of Silicon
Lee Boysel (right) with Floyd Marvin, another former Fairchild engineer who moved to Four-Phase Systems, looking at the layout of Four-Phase's AL1 integrated circuit. Courtesy Lee Boysel.

Valley start-ups during this period, a diversity that increased the chance that some would succeed.5

Lee Boysel, MOS Maverick
The essential background to both the AL1 and Intel's 4004 is the MOS (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor) technology and the MOS work done at Fairchild Semiconductor in the 1960s. The MOS transistor came onto the agenda of the semiconductor industry in the early 1960s, primarily because it was simpler to build than the dominant bipolar transistor, allowing one to put many more transistors on a chip. However its draw-
backs included a dependence on the characteristics of the surface of the silicon, which could not be well controlled, and a much slower speed than the bipolar transistor. Advocates of MOS technology searched for an application which would take advantage of its characteristics.  

Fairchild Semiconductor, the semiconductor industry’s most dynamic firm in the 1960s, supported two different and competing MOS programs. The primary one was at Fairchild’s research and development laboratory in Palo Alto, California under the direction of Gordon Moore. A major part of the R&D program was devoted to understanding the chemistry and physics of MOS structures and developing methods of fabricating them. The group was by and large made up of chemists, physicists, chemical engineers, and electrical engineers concerned with the physical and chemical processes involved in making semiconductors. (They had almost no background in computing.) The nucleus of this effort left to form Intel. The other group, almost a bootleg operation, was in applications, a few miles down the road in Mountain View, but a world away in its approach to the technology. This group consisted of electrical engineers who were interested in using MOS technology to design complex systems on a single chip. While they were not strong in semiconductor processing, they understood computers and circuits. They were led by Lee Boysel, a highly creative and maverick MOS devotee.  

Lee Boysel’s MOS work started with an epiphany two years before he joined Fairchild. In 1964 he was an electrical engineer and electronics enthusiast just out of the University of Michigan, working at Douglas Aircraft in Santa Monica, California. At that time Frank Wanlass, one of the first proponents of MOS technology, visited and showed him that a twenty-bit shift register could be built on a single MOS chip, something that would have taken many circuit boards using individual transistors. Boysel became a believer in the possibilities of MOS technology and from that point worked on it exclusively. He designed MOS circuits at Douglas and then moved to IBM in Huntsville, Alabama, where he designed MOS circuits for use in space applications.  

Boysel was highly individualistic, unwilling to sacrifice his own personal goals for the good of the larger organization. The key characteristics of his working style were a preference for hands-on work over analysis, a willingness to work extremely long hours, and an impatience that led him to circumvent formal bureaucratic channels. He had a home laboratory equipped with government surplus equipment he had bought while he was at Douglas. On the evenings and weekends, he would frequently carry his circuit design projects back to his home lab. While this might suggest someone who was doing the company’s work on his own time, in reality the opposite was much more nearly true. At both Douglas and IBM he had carried his MOS efforts far beyond his mandate or the companies’ interests; this pattern would continue when he joined Fairchild Semiconductor in 1966.
Boysel's experience at Fairchild shows how a person in a marginal position at a large corporation could use that position to accomplish his goals even when they were not congruent with the corporation's. At the time he joined Fairchild, he benefitted from the uncertainty surrounding the unproven MOS technology. No one knew which, if any, applications would be successful. MOS technology at the time was a minuscule portion of Fairchild's business, and managers concerned themselves more with the dominant bipolar technology. Boysel was in a marginal position at Fairchild and took full advantage of it. While Fairchild managers might have a justifiable tentativeness in their approach to the new technology, Boysel knew exactly what he wanted to do and charged ahead. He designed a 256-bit ROM before his management knew anything.

Figure 2. Photograph of eight-bit arithmetic unit integrated circuit designed by Lee Boysel at Fairchild circa 1967. This photograph comes from a Fairchild publicity booklet of the late 1970s or early 1980s containing pictures of some of the most important integrated circuits Fairchild had designed. The integrated circuit was called 'the first standard MOS product for data processing applications.' No mention was made of its lack of success in the market or of Boysel's role in designing the part. The size of the chip is 110 × 80 mils. Source: Fairchild Camera and Instrument, A Solid State of Progress (n.p.: Fairchild Camera and Instrument, n.d.).
about it. He followed this with an eight-bit adder in MOS. Neither part was commercially successful.\textsuperscript{11}

In 1967 Boysel wrote a manifesto putting his work into perspective and revealing his plans. In a single sheet of paper consisting of a computer block diagram and a third of a page of text, Boysel showed that an entire computer (including memory) could be made out of MOS technology. At this time no computer in production had been built using semiconductor memory, MOS or bipolar. Proposing a computer built entirely from bipolar technology would have exhibited forward thinking; using MOS technology was radical.\textsuperscript{12}

The bulk of the computer would be made from six different MOS part numbers. He described the CPU element as a '4 bit wide slice with all op code decoding and branch instruction built-in.' The ROM chip (at IBM he had studied the System/360 architecture and gotten the idea of microprogramming using ROM) would contain either four to eight thousand bits, while the RAM chip would contain either 512 or 1024 bits. Perhaps Boysel's most extraordinary claim was that one could build a bona fide computer out of MOS technology. At the time most people thought MOS technology was best suited for calculators; Boysel claimed that with proper design, it could be used to build mainframe computers.\textsuperscript{13}

Although the manifesto included a business analysis, purporting to show why it made sense for Fairchild, Boysel's vision was a personal one, not closely tied into considerations of Fairchild strategy. Boysel's vision was one that ultimately would not be satisfying to either Fairchild or its customers. Were customers to adopt Boysel's approach, it would take away dramatically from Fairchild's existing bipolar business and require a radical reorganization of the company. In any case, customers had ample reason to be hostile to Boysel's plans. The use of small scale integration (that is a few logic circuits on a chip) allowed computer makers to design and implement a computer in the way they believed optimal. Boysel was proposing to reparse the task so that his group encroached on the responsibilities of computer system designers. The jurisdictional question was compounded by the fact that Boysel's plan threatened to take away one of the computer makers' main sources of added value, their design of the computer. In any case Boysel did not have Fairchild's interests in mind: he was intending to start his own computer company and his manifesto described the approach he would use. Fairchild was unwittingly providing the early development funding for this start-up.\textsuperscript{14}

Although none of Boysel's designs was a business success, Fairchild, flush with money and not fully aware of his motives, authorized him to hire others to form a MOS design group. Fairchild management appears to have valued Boysel because he gave the company a credible presence in MOS. (While the long-term outlook for MOS was uncertain, a few start-ups had gathered a lot of attention in the trade press for their work on MOS.) Boysel and his group designed enough MOS parts to fill a
catalog, although none of them were sold in any volumes. He wrote several articles in the trade press describing his MOS parts, even though he had designed them not with Fairchild's need in mind, but the requirements of his own computer.15

Given the marginal status of MOS technology at Fairchild, and Boysel's view of himself as an insurgent, he was successfully able to create an environment where those he hired saw their primary allegiance to him, rather than to Fairchild Semiconductor. By mid-1968, Boysel and his group had designed the key parts necessary to build a computer from MOS technology. With his initial development work done, he left to start his own company in October 1968.16

Boysel's company started as a partnership, with two other engineers from his group at Fairchild joined by several outsiders. They worked in a rented dentist's office, using equipment Boysel had in his home laboratory. No one was paid while Boysel sought long term funding. Four-Phase Systems was incorporated in February 1969, based on $2 million of long-term notes. A large portion of the funding came from Corning Glass Works, which also owned Signetics, a major semiconductor manufacturer. At this point, other members of his Fairchild group joined him. The name Four-Phase hinted at Boysel's technological enthusiasm, for it was an abstruse type of MOS circuitry.17

Boysel planned to build the computer he had described in his September 1967 MOS design manifesto. The computer would use MOS technology throughout. Through the use of four-phase circuitry, which made possible the use of very small MOS transistors, Boysel was able to build much denser chips than he had envisioned earlier. The computer would be equivalent in power to a medium-sized IBM System/360. Boysel and his company sought a niche for their system, finally settling on using it as a terminal controller, specifically a plug-compatible replacement for IBM systems. This provided Boysel access to an established market and lowered the risk for potential customers, for if his system proved unsatisfactory, they could quickly replace it with an IBM system.18

Since Four-Phase was built on Boysel's integrated circuit designs but a computer start-up could not justify the costs of a dedicated semiconductor fabrication facility, Boysel made arrangements to assure the company access to integrated circuit manufacturing capacity. At the time Boysel left, a Fairchild colleague who worked in MOS manufacturing also left to start Cartesian, a company which would process MOS wafers for Four-Phase and other companies who were able to design their own circuits. Cartesian implemented the MOS process that had been used at Fairchild manufacturing, and that Boysel and his group had used in all their previous designs. Without this continuity in the manufacturing process, Four-Phase would have had to substantially modify its circuit designs, extra work that would be costly in time and money for a start-
up. The two firms formed a dyad, with Cartesian's creation essential to Four-Phase, and Boysel arranging financing for it along with his own company.19

By the spring of 1970, Four-Phase had an engineering-level system operating, and it publicly introduced its system that fall. By June of 1971, Four-Phase systems were in operation at Eastern Airlines, United Airlines, Bankers Trust, and McDonnell-Douglas. One user asserted the cost of the Four-Phase system was roughly half of an equivalent IBM system. All users interviewed in an article in *Computerworld* gave very positive reports on their experiences with the system. By March 1973, Four-Phase had shipped 347 systems, with 3,929 terminals to 131 different customers.20

The AL1
The heart of the system was the AL1 chip, which Boysel had conceived of and designed while still at Fairchild. The AL1 contained an eight-bit arithmetic unit and eight eight-bit registers (including the program counter). It was an extremely complex chip, with over a thousand logic gates in an area of 130 × 120 mils. (To give a point of comparison with later integrated circuits, this was roughly the same number of logic circuits in Intel's 8008 in an area the size of Intel's 4004.)

One should point out the obvious: there was no such thing as a microcomputer or a computer on a chip at this time. (At the time, the term microprocessor had a different definition, meaning a microprogrammed processor with RAM and ROM.) Having one's integrated circuit recognized as a computer on a chip depended not on meeting some fixed set of criteria, but on making a claim to the title and subsequently convincing the semiconductor and computing communities of the validity of that claim. Boysel and Four-Phase might have called the AL1 a computer on a chip and one can imagine a scenario where this claim would have later engendered some debate with Intel and others about what constituted a computer on a chip. Boysel made no claims for his chip and there was no such discussion. And in fact, Boysel and Four-Phase seem to have had a hard time coming up with a descriptive name for the AL1. In an April 1970 article in *Computer Design*, Boysel and one of his colleagues alternately called the AL1 'the main LSI block of a low-cost fourth-generation commercial computer system,' an 'eight-bit computer slice,' and an 'arithmetic logic block.'21

Although the AL1 was an outstanding piece of engineering work, essential to the success of his overall computer, Boysel did not see it as an innovation in and of itself. Boysel had done two previous designs of adders or arithmetic units at Fairchild and the AL1 represented simply a continuation of that work; it was a change in degree not a change in kind. The computer system that Four-Phase had developed had required the design and fabrication of a number of complex and innovative inte-
grated circuits. Among these, the AL1 was not uniquely important or innovative—each was needed to build the system.

To Boyssel the AL1 was neither a computer on a chip nor a processor on a chip. First of all, because Four-Phase’s computer was 24-bits wide, three AL1’s were required per system. Furthermore in Four-Phases’s nomenclature the Central Processing Unit (CPU) circuit board was made up of three AL1 chips, three chips called Random Logic (RL), and three ROMs. The CPU included the control store (ROM). The AL1 was not a microprocessor under the existing definition of that term.

In 1971 and 1972 respectively, Intel introduced the 4004 and 8008 integrated circuits which are now considered the first microprocessors. By metaphorically putting the AL1 alongside them, we can get some idea of how Four-Phase’s position in the computer industry shaped the AL1 and its development. Intel trumpeted the announcement of the 4004 as ‘a new era of integrated electronics’ and a ‘microprogrammable computer on a chip,’ for the obvious reason that the more this thing caught the users’ eye, the more likely they were to buy it. (The 4004 was patently
Figure 4.
Photograph of the 4004, Intel's original 4-bit microprocessor chip. Notice the 16 input/output pads around the periphery of the chip. The chip size is 170 × 125 mils. Courtesy Intel Corporation.

Figure 5.
Photomicrograph of the 8008, Intel's 8-bit microprocessor chip. Notice the 18 input/output pads around the chip's periphery. The chip size is 170 × 125 mils. Courtesy Intel Corporation.
not a computer on a chip; even calling it a CPU on a chip represented a diminution of that term.) The AL1 received no such publicity. What mattered to Boysel, as an entrant into the computer business, were the characteristics of the overall system, such as performance or cost. Unless it offered some such system benefit a customer could readily understand, he had no reason to claim his AL1 represented something new. Boysel’s nonchalant attitude toward putting a computer on a chip can be seen in his statements made for an article published in *Electronic Design* in February 1970. At this time what would become the 4004 and 8008 microprocessors from Intel existed only as block diagrams, but Four-Phase had a working computer system built around the AL1 chip. Boysel asserted in the article:

The computer on a chip is no big deal. It’s almost here now. We’re down to nine chips and we’re not even pushing the state of the art. I’ve no doubt that the whole computer will be on one chip within five years.23

In fact, being in the computer business gave Boysel reason to be quiet about the AL1. While there was no reason to believe that a sale would

---

Figure 6. Early ad for Four-Phase Systems Model IV/70, circa 1970. The following page states: “You’d have System IV/70—the data base access system of the 70s.” Note that the advertisement only mentions the IV/70 having “the whole 75,000 component CPU on one card.” The top circuit card above “2” is the CPU card, with a random logic chip and ROM chips. The lower circuit card is the memory card, which used Four-Phase’s 1K RAM chips. Courtesy, Lee Boysel.
hinge on exactly how much of the central processing unit Four-Phase had put on one integrated circuit, the AL1 was one of Four-Phase’s most valuable pieces of intellectual property and were other companies to copy it, they could conceivably offer a competitive product. Four-Phase refused to sell the AL1 to a manufacturer of computer terminals, believing that such a sale would jeopardize its computer business, which it considered more profitable than the semiconductor business.24

Even when Four-Phase did want to talk about the advanced semiconductor technology in its systems as a means of promoting sales, there were other things besides the AL1 to point to. Four-Phase produced one of the first computer systems equipped with MOS semiconductor memory in place of magnetic cores. Semiconductor memories had been the subject of much discussion and work in both the semiconductor and computer industries, which would make it easier for customers to understand the significance of Four-Phase’s achievement. An article by Boysel and two colleagues on Four-Phase’s semiconductor memory was the cover story in Electronics, the leading trade journal in the industry.25

Four Phase’s position in the computer industry also shaped the way the AL1 was packaged. A traditional constraint in the packaging of integrated circuits was in the number of inputs and output pins on the package. In the late 1960s low-cost dual-inline-packages (DIPs) were available with 16 or 18 pins. For an eight-bit processor, the use of such packages would mean that there were more input and output signals than there were pins on the package. One solution to this problem was to have some signal lines share pins, which slowed down the system. Another alternative was to use a very expensive 40-pin package. Costs for such a package were so high (around five dollars each), that they represented a greater cost than making the integrated circuit itself.26

Intel put the 8008 in an 18-pin DIP and multiplexed the signals. It had used these packages for its memory chips and they were cheap. Intel, as would be expected of a semiconductor producer, was highly resistant to using an expensive purchased package that would put a majority of the cost of the component outside of its control. The AL1 was put in a 40-pin DIP. For a computer systems company, building a computer that would have a purchase price of ten thousand dollars or more, the few extra dollars paid for high pin count packages were more than made up for in increased performance. Intel’s next generation microprocessor, the 8080, did come in a 40-pin DIP, after customers complained that the 18-pin DIP hobbled the 8080’s performance, and after package prices came down.27

For all Intel’s talk about a computer on a chip, the 8008 required many ancillary chips to convert voltage levels so it could interface with other subsystems, such as memory. In spite of what Intel advertising might say, the 8008 was not part of an integrally designed system, it was an opportunistically designed part. No such interface circuits were required with
the AL1, for the whole system was designed together. Again, in its second
generation microprocessor, Intel fixed this after receiving complaints
from customers.28

One of the ways the AL1 got its speed was through the use of four-
phase logic, a very sophisticated type of circuitry, which had used four
clock signals applied to the chip in a very close relationship. This
required special clock circuits off the chip and a very knowledgeable user,
who could control the parameters of the entire system, such as wiring
lengths, to assure the system would work. Intel did not use four-phase
logic, and the 4004 and 8008 could tolerate a much less sophisticated
user.29

The Microprocessor: an Innovation in the Semiconductor Industry
The idea here is not to substitute the name of Lee Boysel for Ted Hoff as
the inventor of the microprocessor, but to suggest that the AL1 can
provide a different perspective on the invention of the microprocessor.
Eric von Hippel has written that an innovation often occurs in the indus-
try that stands to benefit the most from it. Here we have something anal-
ogous with respect to what constitutes an invention.30 Looking at
Four-Phase and Intel, similar integrated circuits were being made in both
firms, one in the computer industry and one in the semiconductor indus-
try, but only the semiconductor company called it an invention. The eco-
nomics of the semiconductor industry gave what we call the
microprocessor a completely different meaning than it had in the com-
puter industry.

Perhaps not unrelatedly, a number of Hoff’s contemporaries who were
outside the semiconductor industry and familiar with computers have
not been much impressed with the microprocessor as an invention.
Carver Mead, a professor of electrical engineering at Caltech working on
applications of digital electronics, called it a ‘no-brainer.’ Researchers
from IBM claimed that they did not consider the Intel work an inven-
tion at all. In a manual written in 1968, before Intel had done anything,
one IBM researcher wrote ‘hopefully the day of the “computer on a slice”
is nearly dawning.’31 It was, but it did not dawn at IBM; it rose in the
west first. The IBMers knew something like a microprocessor could be
made, but they had no incentive to do it. It made little difference to a
computer company whether the central processing unit function was put
on one integrated circuit or on several. For something like a computer-
on-a-chip to be significant to a computer company, there would have to
be additional innovations which would make new computer systems
possible.

To Intel however, the microprocessor was an innovation that was a
solution to a real problem. Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce had
founded Intel as a company that would concentrate on standard Large
Scale Integration (LSI) products. The possibility of putting many transis-
tors on an integrated circuit raised what became known as the part-number-problem. When each integrated circuit contained only one or two logic circuits, it was possible to build up a large digital system from these primitives using only a handful of different chip types. But when each chip contained upwards of a hundred logic circuits as envisioned in LSI, each chip became confined to a specific application in a specific system. Since the number of circuits in a system was still large compared to the one hundred on a chip, a system built using LSI would be made up of many chips, and also many different chip part numbers. Across different systems, there would be very little commonality, so that part numbers could not be shared. This explosion of part numbers, where the semiconductor plant would have to make small quantities of numerous chip designs, threatened to undermine any economic advantage that accrued by moving to higher levels of integration.

In the late 1960s, three approaches to building LSI chips existed: computer-aided-design, custom, and standard. Under computer-aided-design, the semiconductor company would develop an infrastructure that customers would use to do the design work themselves. Automation would allow a semiconductor company economically to produce a large number of different part numbers in small volumes. Moore had had a large computer-aided-design program underway at Fairchild, but he developed doubts about it shortly before he left to form Intel. In its early days, Intel made no efforts in this area.

The custom approach involved dealing with the part-number problem on a case by case basis. A semiconductor company would contract to design a specific part for a specific company. For such an approach to work, the parts had to have high volumes. The problem with this approach was that it required the semiconductor company to have a large number of designers, and potential customers could be very fickle. After the semiconductor company had put a great deal of effort into the design of a part, the customer’s requirements might change and the order vanish.

The last approach was standard parts. The semiconductor company would design parts which it believed had general applicability and offer them for sale to all comers. This approach could lead to large production volumes for every part, and would require few circuit designers. One disadvantage of this approach was that it could expose the company to competition as other firms moved in to make a popular part.

As they started Intel, Moore and Noyce believed that standard parts were the only economically viable way to proceed with LSI. At the 1966 Fall Joint Computer Conference session considering large scale integration Robert Noyce—still at Fairchild—spoke of the cost advantages of standard parts, and asserted that how far the industry accepted standardization ‘may well determine whether or not large arrays [i.e., LSI] are used in significant quantity in the future.’ While Noyce noted that at the
time the only standard LSI arrays in existence were memories and shift registers, he also prophesied that '[t]he appearance of more standard arrays seems inevitable.' In the spring of 1970, before Intel's first microprocessor had been implemented, Robert Noyce spoke at the IEEE annual convention on trends in silicon technology. He noted Moore's law (the doubling of the number of components on a chip every year), but asserted that one of the major potential limitations of silicon integrated circuits was an economic one. He claimed that 'finding high volume "universal" high complexity circuits will be difficult,' and 'failing in this quest, the fabrication costs become secondary to the costs of design and tooling,' resulting in a lack of motivation to produce more complex integrated circuits.35

Intel was started by Moore and Noyce as a company to make standard LSI products, and its early work was in memories because they were the ones then in existence.36 But Noyce and Moore were predisposed to embrace the idea of a processor on a chip, because of its potential as a standard part. Much of the writing on the microprocessor has focused on Ted Hoff's genius, or how credit should be apportioned between Hoff and the other Intel engineers, while ignoring the larger issue of corporate strategy.37

The microprocessor gave Intel access to the largest market for digital integrated circuits, logic, on its terms. Intel's core strength was in semiconductor processing technology and it was founded on the premise that it could gain a competitive advantage through the development of a new process that would allow for the fabrication of very complex integrated circuits. Intel could thereby stay out of the market for simple small scale integration circuits, which were commodity parts subject to vicious price wars. But prior to the microprocessor, Intel's commitment to LSI excluded it from the market for digital logic, because no standard LSI logic parts existed. Most digital logic applications required much less than a full general purpose computer and were made up of many small scale integration Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) integrated circuits. With the introduction of the 4004 and 8008, Intel proposed that its customers reparse their systems to replace many cheap integrated circuits (made by someone else) with a few high priced integrated circuits (made by Intel). In an August 1972 ad Intel claimed that its 4004 could typically replace 90 TTL circuits, while the 8008 could replace 125.38

The important fact about Intel's microprocessor was not that it was a computer-on-a-chip, but that it was generalizable and could aggregate demand. Based on this, the trajectories of Boysel's AL1 and Intel's microprocessors greatly diverged. Intel's microprocessors could be used for a wide variety of things. Intel and its consultants came up with a notebook full of possible applications. The applications of the microprocessor were not at all limited by what Intel engineers could conceive. A frequent occurrence at Intel's microprocessor seminars was for a participant to
come up afterwards and present an Intel engineer with a new way of using the chip. The typical response was, 'I hadn't thought of that, but yeah it would work.'

The most dramatic example of how the microprocessor was not limited to uses Intel supported comes with the personal computer. Gordon Moore conceived of a personal computer as one possible application early in the history of the microprocessor, but he ultimately rejected it as a bad idea. The only use he could think of for it was as a place for housewives to keep recipes. Of course that did not mean that no one could attempt to build a personal computer with an Intel microprocessor, and others did.

On the other hand, while the AL1 had the architecture of a general purpose computer, making it capable of being used in a variety of applications, it was under the complete control of Four-Phase and it could only be used as one third of the Arithmetic Logic Unit of a Four-Phase system unless Four-Phase decided otherwise. It is probably fair to say that few of Four-Phase's customers even knew (or cared) that such a thing as an AL1 even existed. While they could come up with new uses for an entire Four-Phase system, they could not come up with new applications for the AL1. Any innovations in how the AL1 would be used had to come from Four-Phase itself. And while Boysel was an extremely creative person, he had his hands full running the company.

Four-Phase's position in the computer industry further constrained the proliferation of the AL1 chip. In the early 1970s, while the semiconductor industry was not capital intensive, the computer industry was, due to the way medium to large-sized computers were acquired. Following a pattern that had been set in the pre-computer office equipment era, most computers were leased, not bought. This meant that every computer that Four-Phase made was a capital item, which would only gradually pay for its costs over the course of its lease. Four-Phase had to raise funds, either debt or equity, to pay for every computer it made. Leasing acted as a rein on the growth of a start-up, for the capital requirements would strangle the company if it were to grow too quickly. By 1974, the company's first full year of profitability, Boysel had had to raise twenty-seven million dollars to keep it going.

Leasing made Boysel, at heart a technological radical, more conservative. Each new model that Boysel introduced threatened his installed lease base. Four-Phase's conservatism can be seen in its use of semiconductor technology. Four-Phase was able to quickly produce enough chips to meet its requirements into the foreseeable future. Production was halted and the chips were stored for later use. Such action would have been inconceivable in the semiconductor industry, where a part's value only went down over time. But at Four-Phase the value of the chips was related to the lease price Four-Phase could get for its systems, which remained relatively constant over time. While the semiconductor indus-
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try had a highly elastic demand for its chips, Four-Phase faced an inelastic demand; even if its chips could be produced for nothing, the intricacies of lease financing would determine how many systems Four-Phase would build.

Although it never became the size of IBM, or even Digital Equipment, Four-Phase achieved a substantial level of success with its approach. Its systems were widely used by hospitals to handle billing as well as by government agencies for data entry. Although Four-Phase Annual Reports made constant reference to the continual need for capital (i.e. bank loans) required in the computer leasing business, Four-Phase stayed in the good graces of the banks and financial markets. In 1979 the firm had revenues of $178 million and net income of $16 million. In 1982, in the face of increasingly aggressive competition from IBM, Four-Phase was sold to Motorola in an exchange of stock valued at $253 million.43

Conclusion

Nathan Rosenberg's classic article on the machine tool industry reminds us that innovations may be more likely to enter the economy through a particular door (or industry). Here that door was the semiconductor industry. For although they looked similar at the block diagram level, the AL1 was an answer to a specific problem; Intel's microprocessor could respond to a range of generalizable problems.44

Lee Boysel's comment in 1970 that the 'computer on a chip was no big deal' was only half right. Many people had seen it coming, and for a computer company that made its own semiconductors, it was of little moment whether the central processing unit was on one chip or two or three. But for a semiconductor company such as Intel, what it called the computer on a chip had great import. It offered a way for Intel to get into markets previously denied it, and to bring electronics into a wide new range of areas. Gordon Moore stated that it allowed Intel 'to make a single microprocessor chip and sell it for several thousand applications.' In 1975 Robert Noyce was calling Intel 'the world's largest computer manufacturer.'45 It would take years before that was manifest to the rest of the world.
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